Abstract. We present axioms on models of system F, which are sucient to show full completeness for ML-polymorphic types. These axioms are given for hyperdoctrine models, which arise as adjoint models, i.e. coKleisli categories of linear categories. Our axiomatization consists of two crucial steps. First, we axiomatize the fact that every relevant morphism in the model generates, under decomposition, a possibly in nite typed B ohm tree. Then, we introduce an axiom which rules out in nite trees from the model. Finally, we discuss the necessity of the axioms.
Introduction
In this paper we address the problem of full completeness (universality) for system F. A categorical model of a type theory (or logic) is said to be fully-complete The importance of fully (and faithfully) complete, and fully-abstract denotational models is that they characterize the space of proofs/programs in a compositional, syntax-independent way.
Recently, Game Semantics has been used to de ne fully-complete models for various fragments of Linear Logic ( AJ94a,AM99]), and to give fully-abstract models for many programming languages, including PCF AJM96,HO96,Nic94], richer functional languages McC96] , and languages with non-functional features such as reference types and non-local control constructs AM97,Lai97].
Once many concrete fully-complete and fully-abstract models have been studied, the problem of abstracting and axiomatizing the key properties of these constructions arises naturally. This line of research originated with Abr97], where axioms, su cient to prove full abstraction for PCF and full completeness for the simply typed -calculus, are given.
The axioms for PCF are abstracted from the key lemmas in the proof of full abstraction of the game model of AJM96]. This proof makes essential use of the underlying linear structure of the game category. Consequently, the axiomatization in Abr97] applies to models of PCF which arise as co-Kleisli categories of some linear category See87, Bie95] . These kind of models, given by a linear category and a cartesian closed category, together with a monoidal adjunction between the two categories, are called adjoint models, following Bie95, BW96] .
The problem of full completeness for second order (polymorphic) -calculus, i.e. Girard's system F ( Gir72]), is a very important problem, which has been extensively studied. In HRR90], the category of Partial Equivalence Relations (PER) over the open term model of the untyped -calculus has been proved to be fully (and faithfully) complete for algebraic types, a small subclass of MLtypes. ML-types are universal closures of simple types, i.e. types of the form 8X 1 : : : : X n :T, where T is 8-free and FV (T ) fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g. A fully-complete model for the whole system F has been provided in BC88], but this model is syntactical in nature being de ned as a quotient on terms, and therefore it is not compositional and not su ciently abstract. More recently, in Hug99], a fully and faithfully complete game model for system F has been given. But, although this is a game model, it still has a somewhat syntactical avor|and the construction of the model is extremely complex.
Summarizing the situation, the previous work on the full completeness problem for system F has produced semantically satisfactory models only for algebraic types. In this paper, we present a set of axioms on models of system F, su cient to guarantee full completeness for ML-types. This axiomatization is put to use in AL99,AL00], in order to provide a concrete denotational model fully-complete for the whole class of ML-types. The axioms presented in this paper are given on the models of system F originated from Lawvere ( Law70] ) which are called hyperdoctrines (see also Pit88]). As in Abr97], our axiomatization works in the context of adjoint models and, although the full completeness result applies to intuitionistic types, it makes essential use of the linear decomposition of these types. Our axiomatization consists of two crucial steps. First, we axiomatize the fact that every morphism f : 1 ! T] ], where T is an ML-type, generates, under decomposition, a possibly in nite typed B ohm tree. Then, we introduce an axiom which rules out in nite trees from the model.
The abstract work carried out in this paper has interesting concrete modeltheoretic consequences, in that it enables a clean conceptual structure to be given to the proof of full completeness of the concrete model studied in AL99,AL00].
The model construction in AL99,AL00] is based on the technique of linear realizability, which is used to de ne hyperdoctrine adjoint models. This technique, which is described in AL99,AL00], is to construct a PER category over a Linear Combinatory Algebra.
The proof of full completeness of the PER model in AL99] consists in showing that this model satis es the axioms presented in this paper. We feel that the axiomatic technique presented in this paper is both interesting in itself, and illuminates the concrete detailed proof of full completeness of the PER model. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall the syntax MLtypes, and we present a result by Statman about theories of the simply typedcalculus with typical ambiguity. In Section 2, we carry out a linear analysis of the notion of 2 -hyperdoctrine, by introducing the notion of adjoint hyperdoctrine. In Section 3, we present our set of axioms for full completeness at ML-types. Final remarks and directions for future work appear in Section 4.
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1 System F and ML Polymorphism First, we recall the syntax of ML-types. Then, we recall a crucial result on the simply typed -calculus concerning theories which satisfy Typical Ambiguity, namely Statman's Typical Ambiguity Theorem. A theory is said to satisfy Typical Ambiguity if two terms are equated if and only if they are equated for all possible substitutions of type variables. Statman's Typical Ambiguity Theorem asserts that there is exactly one consistent theory satisfying Typical Ambiguity on the simply typed -calculus with in nite type variables: this is the -theory. An immediate consequence of this result is that the only consistent theory on the fragment of system F consisting of ML-types is precisely the -theory.
We assume the reader familiar with System F (see e.g. AL91]).
We introduce now the class of ML-polymorphic types, which correspond to the limited kind of polymorphism allowed in the language ML.
De nition 1 (ML-types). The class ML-Type of ML-types is de ned by:
ML-Type = f8X:T j T 2 SimType^F V (T ) Xg ; where X is an abbreviation for X 1 ; : : : ; X n , for some n 0, and SimType is the set of simple types over an in nite set of type variables, i.e. the set of types built inductively from the set of type variables only using the arrow type constructor.
Terms of ML-types have essentially the same \combinatorics" as typically ambiguous terms of the simply typed -calculus. In fact, any theory on MLterms induces a theory satisfying Typical Ambiguity.
The following is a result about simply typed -calculus with an in nite set of type variables rst proved in Sta88].
Theorem 1 (Statman's Typical Ambiguity). Let Corollary 1. i) The maximal consistent theory on the simply typed -calculus with in nitely many type variables satisfying Typical Ambiguity is the -theory.
ii) The maximal consistent theory on the fragment of system F consisting of MLtypes is the -theory. Corollary 1ii) implies that any non-trivial fully-complete model for ML-types of system F is necessarily faithful at ML-types, i.e. it realizes exactly thetheory at ML-types.
2 Models of System F We focus on hyperdoctrine models of system F. First, we recall the notion of 2 -hyperdoctrine (see Pit88] ). This essentially corresponds to the notion of external model (see AL91] ). Then, we give the formal de nition of full and faithful complete hyperdoctrine model. Finally, we carry out a linear analysis of the notion of 2 -hyperdoctrine. This will allow us to express conditions which guarantee full completeness of the model w.r.t. ML-types. In particular, we introduce a categorical notion of adjoint hyperdoctrine. Adjoint hyperdoctrines arise as co-Kleisli indexed categories of linear indexed categories.
In what follows, we assume that all indexed categories which we consider are strict (see e.g. AL91,Cro93] for more details on indexed categories).
De nition 2 (2 -hyperdoctrine, Law70,Pit88]). A 2 -hyperdoctrine is a triple (C; G;8), where: { C is the base category, it has nite products, and it consists of a distinguished object U which generates all other objects using the product operation . We will denote by U m , for m 0, the objects of C. De nition 3 (Full and Faithful Completeness). Let 3. a symmetric monoidal indexed adjunction from G to L.
In the following de nition, we capture those 2 -hyperdoctrines which arise from a co-Kleisli construction over an indexed linear category. This de nition is inspired to See90].
De nition 7 (Adjoint Hyperdoctrine).
An adjoint hyperdoctrine is a quadruple (C; L;G;8), where: { C is the base category, it has nite products, which consists of a distinguished object U which generates all other objects using the product operation . We will denote by U m , for m 0, the objects of C. An adjoint hyperdoctrine is, in particular, an indexed adjoint model, and it gives rise to a 2 -hyperdoctrine: Theorem 2. Let (C; L;G;8) be an adjoint hyperdoctrine. Then i) the categories L and G form an indexed adjoint model; ii) (C; G;8) is an hyperdoctrine.
Remark. In the de nition of adjoint hyperdoctrine, we require the indexed categories L and G to form an adjoint model, but we assume the existence of a family of functors 8 m only on the bre categories of G. Therefore, we have a model of linear rst order types, but not of linear higher order types, and our de nition does not capture models of L/NL system F, i.e. system F with both linear and intuitionistic types. But our notion of model is su cient for dealing with ML-types, and for expressing axioms for full completeness at ML-types.
Axiomatizing Models Fully Complete for ML Types
We isolate su cient conditions on adjoint hyperdoctrine models for system F, in order to guarantee full completeness at ML-polymorphic types. These conditions amount to the six axioms of Subsection 3.1. Our axiomatization of full completeness for ML polymorphism is in the line of the work in Abr97], where an axiomatic approach to full abstraction/full completeness for PCF/simply typed -calculus is presented. These axiomatizations are inspired by the proof of full abstraction of the Game Semantics model for PCF of AJM96]. Our axiomatization of full completeness for ML-types consists of two parts: 1) Axioms for ensuring the Decomposition Theorem. This theorem allows to recover the top-level structure of the (possibly in nite) B ohm tree denoted by morphisms from the terminal object into the interpretation of an ML-type in the bre category G(1). The axioms for the Decomposition Theorem (Axioms 1{5 of Section 3.1) make essential use of the linear category underlying an adjoint hyperdoctrine. These axioms (apart from the axioms 1 and 3), are expressed by requiring some canonical maps between suitable spaces of morphisms in the bre categories L(U) to be isomorphisms. 
where T 1 ; : : : ; T n are simple types. We start by presenting the main result of this section, i.e. the Decomposition Theorem. The proof of this theorem follows from the Strong Decomposition Theorem 4, which is proved in Section 3.1. Since the g's appearing in the Decomposition Theorem still live (up-touncurrying) in a space of morphisms denoting a simple type, we can keep on iterating the decomposition, expanding in turn these g's, thus getting a possibly in nite tree from f. If the Decomposition Theorem holds, in order to get the full completeness result, we are left only to rule out morphisms generating trees whose height is in nite, which would correspond to in nite typed B ohm trees. This is expressed in the Finiteness Axiom 6 below.
The Axioms
The rst axiom expresses the fact that the type 8X:X k is empty. Axiom 1 (Base) Hom L(U) (1; k ) = ; ; where 1 is the terminal object in G(U), and k : U ! U denotes the k-th projection in G(U), i.e. k = weak 1 : : : weak k?1 der k weak k+1 : : : weak n .
The following axiom allows extracting one copy of the type of the head variable, corresponding to the rst use of this variable. the property expressed by this axiom is truly linear. In fact, in order to state it, we are implicitly using The following axiom expresses the fact that the only thing that we can do with a linear functional parameter is applying it to an argument which does not itself depend on the parameter. Note that, again, linearity is essential here. For example, if copying were allowed, then the argument could itself contain further occurrences of the parameter. Notice that Axioms 1{5 actually give a stronger form of decomposition than Theorem 3. Namely, the decomposition is unique, and it holds for all morphisms in Hom L(U) (h; k ), where h = n i=1 !h i and, for all i = 1; : : : ; n, Proof. Let 8X:T = T 1 ! : : : ! T n ! X k be an ML-type, and let f 2 Hom L(1) ( in Axiom 5 are surjective maps. By weakening the axioms in either or both of these ways, we still get a set of su cient conditions for full completeness. Notice that, if we take the weaker form of the axioms which imply only the existence of a decomposition, we need indeed Statman's result to conclude faithfulness. The use of the Typical Ambiguity Theorem, on the other hand, is not necessary, when strong decomposition is available. In the concrete model of PERs over the LCA of partial involutions of AL99], we succeeded in proving the weak variant of the axioms obtained by restricting the spaces of morphisms. But we conjecture that the full strong form holds.
Finally, notice that all the Axioms 1{6 in the strong form presented in Section 3 are consistent, since they are satis ed in the underlying category of the adjoint hyperdoctrine induced by the linear term model. Moreover, Axiom 1 is trivially necessary. The question of the necessity of the Axioms 2{6 in their weak or strong form remains open.
In this paper, we have presented axioms for full completeness at ML-types. A natural question arises: what happens beyond ML-types. Here is a partial answer. Already at the type Nat ! Nat, where Nat is the type of Church's numerals, i.e. 8X:(X ! X) ! X ! X, the PER model over the linear term combinatory algebra is not fully-complete. In fact, all recursive functions can be encoded in the type Nat ! Nat. A similar problem arises also if we consider the LCA of partial involutions studied in AL99]. PER models as they are de ned in AL99], do not seem to give full-completeness beyond ML-types. In principle, one could give axioms for full completeness w.r.t. larger fragments of system F, but, at the moment, the real challenge is that of isolating a fragment of system F which properly includes the ML-types, while still admitting \good" fully-complete models.
